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ABSTRACT
Information Technology has become a critical component in various industries, leading to an increased focus on software maintenance and monitoring. With the complexities of modern software systems, traditional maintenance approaches have become insufficient. The concept of AIOps has emerged to enhance predictive maintenance using Big Data and Machine Learning capabilities. However, exploiting AIOps requires addressing several challenges related to the complexity of data and incident management. Commercial solutions exist, but they may not be suitable for certain companies due to high costs, data governance issues, and limitations in covering private software. This paper investigates the feasibility of implementing on-premise AIOps solutions by leveraging open-source tools. We introduce a comprehensive AIOps infrastructure that we have successfully deployed in our company, and we provide the rationale behind different choices that we made to build its various components. Particularly, we provide insights into our approach and criteria for selecting a data management system and we explain its integration. Our experience can be beneficial for companies seeking to internally manage their software maintenance processes with a modern AIOps approach.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Artificial intelligence; • Software and its engineering → Software performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In today’s world, Information Technology (IT) has become a critical element for automation of business process across many industries. Specialized Information Systems and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solutions are widely used by organizations to manage their internal operations, customer and supplier relationships, and Industry 4.0 factories that rely heavily on monitoring and observability. INFOLOGIC [20] is one of France’s leading providers of ERP solutions for the agri-food, health nutrition, and cosmetic sectors. It has established a significant reputation over its 40 years in the market with a plethora of provided services and modules. INFOLOGIC also offers its customers continuous consultation, and proactive maintenance support. Its ERP system is currently deployed by hundreds of food industries in France, each of which has at least one server that is integral to their business and any disruption can result in critical losses. Therefore, it is crucial to ensure high availability and excellent maintenance for this ERP and its infrastructure.

Software maintenance and monitoring have garnered a notable interest among companies, owing to their increased dependence on software. Meanwhile, the maintenance of such systems is becoming increasingly complex as they always involve more interrelated software and business components, especially with the rise of microservices and virtualization. It follows that traditional maintenance approaches became obsolete and do not scale to today’s large systems. These approaches focus on manually performing arduous tasks such as manually logging into devices, executing scripts for checking health status, resolving anomalies on a repetitive basis. Such setting triggers the need for autonomic and self-managing computing systems to address the key reasons for failures and to improve the efficiency and quality of IT services [38, 45, 61].

In this context, the term AIOps has been introduced by Gartner [58] in 2017 to address the ITOps (IT Operations) challenges with a data-driven approach that exploits AI. AIOps platforms combine big data and machine learning functionalities to intelligently improve, strengthen and automate a wide range of IT operations, from monitoring to incident management. However, building an effective AIOps solution requires addressing several challenges. Firstly, such solution must be able to handle large and diverse amount of data generated by IT, including metrics, logs, and network traffic. This involves continuously ingesting vast volumes of data from different sources while efficiently storing them to limit the cost of the infrastructure. The AIOps solution should also facilitate data access and efficient querying. Secondly, such solution must enable the monitoring of numerous applications and components while also being easily expandable to include new ones. Thirdly, it needs to simplify the integration of ML techniques into the incident management system, such as applying an anomaly detection technique [54], or an ML model for incident triage [41, 42, 60]. This necessitates being equipped with comprehensive MLOps tools to streamline data preparation, model training and testing, as well as model deployment and monitoring. Lastly, it is important to ensure that the solution is highly accessible and intuitive to facilitate the transition of engineers from traditional approaches to AIOps. In
fact, experience confirms that shifting the mindset and work habits within ITOps can pose a significant challenge [43].

Commercial solutions have been proposed to address these challenges by providing AIOps features such as automatic discovery, flexible data visualization, intelligent alert generation and incident diagnosis, automatic incident triage and resolution. Few examples of popular platforms are Dynatrace [11], Splunk [36], Datadog [9], New Relic [28], IBM Instana [21], and PagerDuty [31]. These platforms have witnessed an impressive success, with many of them already exceeding a billion dollars in annual revenue. While their effectiveness is undeniable, their cost can be prohibitive depending on the context, and their pricing structures often challenging to manage. Particularly at INLOGIC, with over a thousand servers hosting various applications, integrating a commercial solution can prove to be very expensive. Their cost is determined by multiple parameters, such as the number of monitored servers, the required storage size, the number of stored event logs. For example, our estimation of the cost for one of the aforementioned solutions ranges between $500k and $1 million per year to fully integrate it as a monitoring tool for INLOGIC. Additionally, while commercial AIOps solutions can monitor a broad range of popular applications, they do not cover private software such as INLOGIC’s ERP, particularly its functional and business layer. Thus, integrating a commercial AIOps solution in our context would still require significant development efforts. Moreover, the use of such solutions may pose data governance issues as it often involves delegating data control to an external entity, which some of INLOGIC’s clients may not be comfortable with, thus limiting our adoption of such tools.

Meanwhile, there has been a surge of open-source solutions. Among them, numerous projects help to deal with some challenges related to AIOps, while not directly providing a complete AIOps platform. For instance, several open-source agents, such as Telegraf from InfluxData [37] and Beats from the ELK stack [5], enable seamless collection of data from applications. Also, open-source engines have been created to efficiently manage large volumes of data. Some of these solutions focus on specific types, such as metrics in the case of InfluxDB and TimescaleDB, while others are more generic, like ClickHouse and Elasticsearch. Therefore, it is becoming increasingly feasible for medium-size software companies, like ours, to develop in-house and modern AIOps platforms by combining and building on top of open-source components.

**Contributions.** We have thoroughly explored this possibility and investigated the different open source solutions and architectures that we can exploit to deploy an On-Premise AIOps system. In this paper, we share our experience by presenting our end-to-end on-premise infrastructure, while explaining the methodologies that we followed to make various decisions. Particularly, we provide insights into our approach and criteria for selecting a data management system and we explain how we integrated it. Although we have deployed this platform on our own servers, it can also be implemented on an IaaS Cloud solution which provides physical servers and manages them for its clients.

**Outline.** Sec 2 provides an overview of INLOGIC and its ERP software called Copilote, along with an introduction to AIOps capabilities. In Section 3, we delve into the maintenance and monitoring challenges faced in our software, as well as the obstacles encountered when deploying an on-premise AIOps solution. To address effectively these challenges, we establish a list of considered criteria that are provided in Sec 4. Sec 5 introduces our proposed AIOps infrastructure and elucidates the various choices we made. Finally, we present discussions and conclusions in Sec 6.

### 2 BACKGROUND

#### 2.1 Infologic and Copilote

INLOGIC is a leading provider of ERP solutions for the agri-food, health nutrition, and cosmetic sectors in France. Its flagship product, Copilote, is an enterprise resource planning software designed to optimize and automate a large panel of business processes, including sales tracking, supply chain management, and customer relations. INLOGIC manages the complete Copilote implementation process, which includes integrating the software for the client, providing training, and maintaining the ERP instances and infrastructure in operation. This infrastructure comprises many dependent components and applications such as a Tomcat server, Oracle or Postgres databases, virtual machines, backup systems, and more. Currently, this ERP system is deployed by hundreds of food industries, ranging from small companies to large corporations. As the proper functioning of these businesses depends heavily on the reliable performance and accessibility of the ERP, it is crucial to ensure high availability and excellent maintenance for Copilote.

Before 2019, INLOGIC’s service was mainly focused on systematic and corrective maintenance, that is, apply time-based checks
and solving incident tickets that are created by clients. Fig 1 depicts the former maintenance system before introducing AIOps. The user can interact with the ERP through a web client, a Java client, or a PDA (Personal Digital Assistant). During these interactions, she may encounter some errors, outages, or difficulties of usage, for which she would submit an incident or assistance ticket for INFOLOGIC. OCEs (On-Call engineers) are the first to receive these tickets. If feasible, they can address and resolve them directly, otherwise, they route them manually to expert engineers. The scope of predictive maintenance was constrained due to a notable absence of tools and limited system observability. For instance, the lack of centralized monitoring data necessitated connecting to servers to access component-specific observations. Additionally, data retention was typically limited to one week in most cases, as storing more data using traditional database systems could incur high costs due to the high volume and velocity of the data.

Although this former approach may have been sufficient a decade ago, it no longer scales as the number of clients grows. In fact, the size of the environment production fleet has exceeded a thousand servers, each of them handling various applications. INFOLOGIC is confronted with an important challenge of enhancing operational efficiency, all while ensuring optimal customer satisfaction levels are upheld. Since 2019, INFOLOGIC has invested a lot on shifting the focus from Corrective Maintenance to Predictive Maintenance rather than Corrective Maintenance. This can be achieved by following a data-driven philosophy where data is at the heart of any operation, starting from observability to automated recovery.

2.2 AIOps

The challenges encountered by INFOLOGIC have sparked our interest toward replacing manual maintenance routines with a unified and intelligent approach to conduct maintenance incidents from creation through diagnosis to resolution. The ultimate objective is to automate as many of the associated tasks as feasible, with a view to optimize the so called MTTD (Mean Time To Detect) and MTTR (Mean Time To Resolve). This approach is referred to as AIOps, which stands for AI for Operating Systems. AIOps leverages big data and machine learning to intelligently automate a wide range of IT and maintenance operations, and to accelerate the identification and resolution of IT issues and outages [43, 58]. According to research [58, 63, 65], a prototypical AIOps system ought to encompass six fundamental abilities that cover diverse tasks, as shown in Figure 2 and detailed below.

**Perception.** It corresponds to the capacity of gathering heterogeneous data types, including logs, metrics, and incident tickets, from multiple sources. The ingestion process needs to accommodate both real-time streaming and historical data analysis. Additionally, powerful data visualization and querying are necessary to ensure optimal response times when accessing the data.

**Prevention.** This process involves anticipating potential failure scenarios and forecasting high-severity outages before they occur in the system, utilizing simple alert rules, statistical models and predictive machine learning algorithms.

**Detection.** If errors or performance issues occur, the system must detect related anomalies. This involves analyzing extensive historical data to spot abnormal occurrences, while reducing false alarms and redundant events.

**Location.** The objective of this process is to identify and analyze potential root causes responsible for errors. This involves conducting a causality and correlation study, as well as providing tools that well characterize the context of those errors.

**Action.** Once the root cause of a problem is identified, the next step is to act to solve it. The AIOps platform must provide simplified actions based on the current context and past solutions outlined in the prescriptive maintenance protocol. Some actions can even be triggered automatically once a corresponding incident is detected.

**Interaction.** AIOps solutions should enable interactive analysis between the intelligence provided by integrated models and the expertise of users. This includes facilitating communication between different maintenance teams or customers, promoting efficient information sharing and problem resolution. This is achieved through various means, such as automatic incident documentation and summarization, or chatbot agents utilizing NLP techniques.

3 CHALLENGES

While adopting an AIOps solution can deliver significant benefits to our organization, it comes with numerous challenges that need to be carefully considered during the implementation of such solution.

**Human challenge.** One of the main challenges is the difficulty of shifting the mindset of IT professionals to adopt new ways of working [43]. A notable effort needs to be invested to simplify this transition. Thus, it is important to ensure interpretability and explainability of AIOps solutions to build trust in these approaches [52].

**Novelty of AIOps.** AIOps is still a recent and unstructured field [55]. Given its novelty and cross-disciplinary nature, AIOps contributions and methods are widely dispersed, lacking standardized taxonomic conventions for data management, as well as clear capabilities and implementation details. As such, discovering and comparing these methods can be a challenging endeavor. Therefore, one should determine the class of methods and tools that are needed given the defined goals, and establish a clear and objective procedure for comparing and selecting the right ones.

**Handling large volumes of data.** Data plays a crucial role in different aspects of AIOps. Ensuring high observability and real-time analysis requires efficient and continuous integration of large volumes of data from multiple sources. However, this integration poses several challenges. Foremost, data collection routines must not negatively impact the performance of the monitored applications, such as overwhelming their memory or network resources.
Additionally, the data management system used must exhibit high performance in terms of data ingestion, compression, and querying capabilities across various data types to support this process. **Data quality.** Without effective data quality control, AIOps data may exhibit numerous defects. For example, network failures can lead to missing data, which undermines both data observability and representativeness. Message queues can help to address this issue [47]. Moreover, data related to incident management is largely sourced from human actions, such as incident tickets, corrective actions, and labels, which may be prone to human errors. This can lead to inaccuracies when using this data to train AIOps models. **Integrating ML models.** AIOps presents challenges in integrating ML solutions. For instance, anomaly detection is a key task in AIOps, but data in this field is extremely imbalanced as anomalies are rare. Moreover, lack of labeled data is a common issue, limiting the scope of applications to unsupervised or semi-supervised methods. Another important fact is that AIOps data is prone to concept drift [51]. Software systems evolve for many reasons, such as the introduction of new components or an increase in the number of users. Any of these changes may impact significantly the characteristics of data. Therefore, it is essential to leverage MLOps tools [49] to monitor model quality in production, and update models accordingly. **Integrating expert knowledge.** Although modern ML techniques can derive valuable insights from data, this data may not contain all the requisite knowledge to accurately perform the given task, particularly in AIOps where there is a clear lack of ground truth. Moreover, due to the evolving nature of a software system, certain knowledge and inferences may become obsolete, while new knowledge and ways of dealing with problems emerge. Hence, an AIOps platform should support an interactive process that enables the integration of knowledge from expert engineers and help to continuously improve the quality of algorithms’ results. Active Learning [62, 64] can be especially beneficial in this context. **Security and Privacy.** AIOps heavily relies on data, including sensitive information that could pose potential security threats or privacy concerns if not handled properly. An AIOps platform may need to track user interactions with the monitored software, or collect incident tickets containing confidential information about clients. Thus, we must ensure a high standard of security and comply with regulations such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [15]. Privacy is one of the concerns that prompt us to implement an on-premise platform, to have full control over our data.

4 CRITERIA OF CHOICE

During the construction of our AIOps infrastructure, we had to make multiple decisions regarding the selection and configuration of architectural components, as well as choosing between using existing external tools or developing custom solutions. These decisions aimed at providing an AIOps solution that effectively address the challenges we previously identified while ensuring optimal efficiency. To make well-informed choices, we have established a list of objective criteria that guided the implementation of this project. These criteria were tailored to suit the varying circumstances and specific requirements of each component within the architecture. **License.** This aspect concerns external projects that can be integrated into our infrastructure. A software solution is subject to a license that defines the terms and conditions of its usage. Several licenses are recognized as open-source, but some of them are more permissive than others. In our context, we are mainly interested in open-source solutions whose license permits both the usage and commercialization of the software. It should be noted that some solutions, such as Elasticsearch [12] and MongoDB [27], have licenses that are copyleft. Although we prefer a fully permissive license, such as Apache license or MIT license, we also consider solutions whose open-source usage is limited to the default distribution. **Notoriety and popularity.** This is a relevant indicator which suggests that a project has been widely tested, validated, used, and accepted by the community. Moreover, popular projects tend to benefit from stability, continuous development, updates, and support. There exist metrics that can be used to estimate a project popularity, such as the overall number of downloads and deployment, the number of GitHub stars and forks, the number of active contributors. Some factors that are relatively subjective can also be considered, such as recommendations of experts. **Cost of implementation.** This includes human and material resources that are required to implement a solution. When considering an external project that is already developed, the costs primarily involve deployment and adaptation to our ERP system. On the other hand, if we are developing a custom component from scratch, the main factor influencing this criterion is the cost of development. **Operational cost.** Since we aim for an on-premise solution, this criterion involves the cost of infrastructure needed to operate the software, alongside the cost of its administration and monitoring. In contrast, in the case of a cloud-hosted solution, the primary consideration lies in the pricing associated with utilizing the service. **Flexibility and Adaptability to internal context.** This criterion assesses the ease of integrating and adapting a tool to the existing technology stack and adhering to our company’s standards. In our specific context, this factor holds significant importance since the AIOps infrastructure must seamlessly integrate with the existing ERP, which possesses its own characteristics and utilizes internal tools that can potentially be leveraged in the AIOps project. Furthermore, the monitoring of such a proprietary software necessarily implies specific developments to cover all its scope from technical to business layer. **Ease of usage.** This is a crucial criterion as it heavily affects the adoption rate of a tool, which in turn, impacts the success probability of the project. For instance, when evaluating database systems, one key factor that influences this criterion is the query language used by the solution. Systems that use SQL such as ClickHouse and TimescaleDB are generally easier to adopt than those that employ specific query languages such as Elasticsearch and InfluxDB. **Security and privacy.** Given that AIOps relies on critical data sources and applications, we need to ensure that all the architecture has strong security standards, especially when integrating external projects. Evaluating this aspect when integrating open-source tools into the project can be accomplished through various criteria, including code reviews and audits, community engagement on good practices, security features and their documentations, and security track record.

Limiting the number of tools. It is important to keep in mind that when the number of distinct tools employed in the infrastructure increases, so does the complexity and cost associated with its
Fig 3 provides an overview of the infrastructure and highlights the key tools used to implement different aspects of AIOps. Our monitored infrastructure comprises over a thousand servers that host the Copilote ERP and other applications that interact with it. To extract monitoring data, a collection agent is installed on each server and configured at scale using our new AIOps module, which is fully integrated into Copilote. This module ingests data from collection agents and transmits them to a Message Queue. Then, these data are stored in a relational ACID DBMS or a Data LakeHouse [48, 68], depending on the use case. Our AIOps module includes visualization tools to explore these data and create dashboards that facilitate monitoring. Moreover, a collaborative platform has been implemented to enable data scientists to analyze and experiment with collected data and develop AI algorithms. Effective algorithms can be then deployed in the AI in Production infrastructure as a web-service that serves REST queries on demand or a Python task that is orchestrated by the Copilote AIOps module. We have also introduced an internal alerting engine that can generate alerts using simple rules or advanced Machine Learning techniques, by interacting with the AI services and tasks. This engine can be configured to automatically create incident tickets that will be then handled by the incident management and resolution node. It is also possible to manually create an incident ticket. In what follows, we describe in detail these main infrastructure components.

5.1 Collection agent
This is a lightweight application that is installed on monitored servers, and that can interact with various server components to gather their health status, performance metrics, logs, and more. Notable components that we need to monitor include our ERP software, related databases such as Oracle or PostgreSQL, operating systems, virtual machines, and more. The most critical component to monitor is the ERP software, including its technical, applicative, functional, and business layers. There exist popular open-source collection agents that can be considered in this study. For instance, InfluxData offers Telegraf [37] which is able to connect with more than 300 popular applications. The ELK stack provides the Beats suit [5] to collect and send metrics to Elasticsearch. Fluentd [14] is another agent that can collect events and send them to various types of destinations such as files or DBMS.

These tools offer numerous advantages, being open-source with substantial popularity indicated by at least 10k GitHub stars and thousands of forks. Moreover, their deployment and configuration is simple. However, they do not provide tools to gather specific data related to our ERP since it is a proprietary software, which represents a significant portion of our AIOps monitoring scope. Additionally, leveraging these tools does not allow us to directly utilize our internal data manipulation libraries, a factor that could simplify our work and enhance maintainability. Therefore, we built upon existing tools and libraries to implement our own collection agent. This choice also enables us to tailor the agent to specific network constraints that we have at Infologic.

For each installed agent, we can schedule a list of collection tasks that are continuously executed. A task can be a shell script, a Java
or Python code snippets, an SQL query, or an HTTP Rest query. An example of a simple shell task that is executed every 10 minutes with the agent to get the total number of processes in the Operating System is "$ps -ef | wc -l". The result of a task is then sent to our AIOps module that consolidates and stores the data. To address potential network failures, our collection agent is able to buffer the data collected for a certain duration and retry sending later. This ensures that our AIOps monitoring remains reliable and robust even in the face of potential network disruptions.

5.2 Agent configuration tool

We have introduced an agent configuration node within the AIOps module of our ERP. This node is used to perform the installation and configuration at scale of data collection agents on the monitored servers. Such configuration tool is crucial since we are applying an agent-based monitoring whereas collection agents need to be installed, configured, and continuously updated on a thousand servers. This tool makes it possible to flexibly configure a data collection task on a specific subset of servers. For example, to monitor database tables, we need to configure the collection of their sizes and number of rows on only DBMS servers. This is made possible thanks to the agent configuration tool. In Fig 4, we show an example of a task that is scheduled using our agent configuration tool. This task performs a basic ping on all our servers to check whether they are alive. The configuration tool offers buttons for task planning, unplanning, and other related actions. In the "Planning" section, we can observe that the task is scheduled to run every 10 minutes. Additionally, this tool provides information and logs about the previous task executions, facilitating monitoring and troubleshooting.

We developed our own configuration tool for the same reasons that motivated us to create our own agent. Moreover, this configuration tool was built by extending our ERP task management module, which is widely used in Copilote to schedule tasks in various business modules such as sales and supply chains. Utilizing this module allowed us to leverage our strong internal expertise for its development and ensured direct compatibility with our monitoring and alerting system, which simplified its adoption. Here again, there are open-source solutions that can be used in this context, such as Ansible [1] from Red Hat. Some alternative tools provide an agentless approach to collect data, which eliminates the need of installing agents on monitored servers. Such approach generally requires less effort to set up a generic monitoring, it is known to be limited as it lacks the same level of interaction with applications like agent-based monitoring. In [56], an in-depth comparison of pros and cons of agent-based and agentless monitoring is detailed.

5.3 Data ingester

Our AIOps module provides a data ingester that receives monitoring data from collection agents. The JSON format has been mainly used to transmit data, as it is one of the simplest and standard data
format. Transmitted data are automatically compressed using the popular GZIP algorithm. Thanks to this ingester, data transformation and augmentation can be performed before sending it to the message queue. In Fig 5, we show the Java class and the method `onData(...)`, which can be used to ingest data that we receive from collection agents. This method is executed when an agent sends new data provided by the variable `receivedData`. At this level, we can flexibly perform data transformation and then send the result to a message queue using our internal EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) API. Our framework also provides a generic data ingestor that simply receives the data and sends it to a specified message queue without modifying it.

A notable open-source alternative to ingest data is Logstash [25]. While it has been mainly developed to ingest data coming from beats and going to Elasticsearch, it is now compliant with other databases and agents like Telegraf. Since the implementation of our data ingestor had a limited and controlled cost, we opted for this solution to achieve full integration with our software to avoid adding unnecessary dependency on an additional tool like Logstash.

### 5.4 Message queue system

A message queue system serves as an interface between the data ingestor and data consumers, offering several benefits. Firstly, it ensures data durability, meaning data remains in the message queue until consumed by all the consumers that require it. Additionally, it simplifies the consumption of data by multiple destinations at once, as certain data needs to be stored in several database systems. Furthermore, asynchronous communication via the message queue notably improves ingestion performance by allowing the ingestor to send data without waiting for it to be processed.

Our ERP already includes a built-in message queue module founded on the EDI standard [59], which is extensively used across various business modules of Copilot. Hence, we have leveraged this fully integrated feature for our AIoPs module. An example of the EDI interface used for sending data to ClickHouse is illustrated in Fig 6. In “Emissions list for this partner”, we define a list of “topics” that are consumed by this interface and stored on ClickHouse. These same topics can be consumed by other EDI interfaces as well, allowing them to be sent to additional destinations when needed. In this example, we have also attached a Java profile (displayed on the right-hand side of the screen), which is a code snippet that enables final data transformation specifically related to ClickHouse.

Had we not had the ready-to-use EDI module, we could have utilized one of the open-source message queue platforms such as Apache Kafka [3], RabbitMQ [34], or RocketMQ [35]. These systems vary in design and characteristics, suiting different project requirements. A thorough comparison of popular message queuing systems is provided in [47]. This paper highlights the distinct features of each system and summarizes their best-suited cases.

### 5.5 Persistence layer

Consumers from the message queue send data to the persistence layer for storage. Due to significant variations in data characteristics and significance, we could not rely on a “one size fits all” database in this context, as also supported by similar studies [65, 67]. For instance, some data related to the general characteristics of servers and their clients require strong consistency but are of limited size. In this case, an ACID-compliant relational DBMS like Oracle is suitable. However, such a database system is not well-suited for storing thousands of performance metrics collected from each server at high frequency and retained for extended periods. For example, to monitor CPU usage alone, we collect dozens of metrics from a thousand servers at a frequency of 0.1 hertz. This data, stored for two years, results in a table with six billion rows and multiple columns. Log data presents an even greater challenge, with every web service call generating multiple lines of logs, considering over 100 million web service calls collected daily. We have devoted significant effort to identifying the appropriate data management tools for these wide variety and volume data sets. In the first version of our AIoPs module, we used InfluxDB for time series data and Elasticsearch for textual data. However, we recently shifted to ClickHouse, which is highly efficient in managing various types of data, including metrics and text, and is easier to use than InfluxDB and Elasticsearch, thanks to its SQL syntax. Recent studies have shown the superiority of ClickHouse on online analytics [7, 53] compared to competitors. Therefore, several companies, such as Contentsquare [8], eBay [30], Cloudflare [18], and Disney+ [10], have migrated to ClickHouse from other solutions.

To verify that ClickHouse is suitable for our context, we conducted a comparative study whose results led us to migrate our Data LakeHouse to this solution. This choice also simplifies administration and reduces costs by consolidating to one tool instead of two (InfluxDB and Elasticsearch). We have compared it with three other popular open source solutions which are InfluxDB, Elasticsearch, and TimescaleDB. In what follows, we detail further the position of each solution given specific criteria.

**License.** The four solutions we have considered all offer licenses that at least allow unrestricted usage of their default distributions. However, the extent of features included in these distributions varies between the solutions. For instance, the open-source version of InfluxDB lacks horizontal scalability, limiting its usage to a single node, while the three other alternatives can be freely used in distributed settings. Among them, ClickHouse and TimescaleDB have the most permissive licenses, being covered by Apache License 2.0.

**Notoriety and popularity.** All the four solutions have established a strong popularity over the open-source community. To compare their GitHub repositories’ activity, we provide interesting metrics in Table 1. The repository with the highest number of stars is Elasticsearch. Fig 7 illustrates the evolution of stars over time, showing a notable increase for ClickHouse, which has recently surpassed InfluxDB. Although all four repositories demonstrate considerable activity across the other metrics listed in Table 1, TimescaleDB has relatively smaller values. In addition, ClickHouse stands out with a significantly higher number of commits in the past year, indicating a faster project evolution rate. These metrics provide insights into the popularity of these projects, but they do not necessarily imply that one project is universally more interesting than another.

**Ease of usage and adaptability.** This is an important factor that greatly influences a project’s success. Our experience has shown that it is extremely helpful when the used query language is SQL, as it is widely popular. InfluxDB and Elasticsearch employ their own specific languages for data querying, which has hindered their adoption at Infologic. In contrast, ClickHouse, with its SQL-based query
Table 1: Metrics comparing GitHub repositories of the four DBMS considered in our study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Stars</th>
<th>Forks</th>
<th>Contributors</th>
<th>Last year commits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ClickHouse</td>
<td>29k</td>
<td>5.7k</td>
<td>1.2k</td>
<td>26k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elasticsearch</td>
<td>64k</td>
<td>23k</td>
<td>1.8k</td>
<td>4.5k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InfluxDB</td>
<td>27k</td>
<td>3.5k</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>4.3k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TimescaleDB</td>
<td>15k</td>
<td>793</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Evolution of number of GitHub stars for Elasticsearch, ClickHouse, InfluxDB, and TimescaleDB.

language, has witnessed a faster adoption within our company. Another aspect for evaluating the ease of usage and adaptability of a solution is the availability of libraries and tools that facilitate its integration with other projects. For instance, integrating a database source on a visualization tool like Grafana. All the four studied solutions benefit from extensive library support that ease their integration on different projects.

5.6 Data visualization and monitoring

Efficient data visualization tools are a critical component of a successful AIOps project. These tools must offer a user-friendly interface and provide a variety of visualization panels that are suitable for monitoring, such as time series, gauges, dynamic topologies. These tools help IT professionals to monitor the infrastructure, diagnose problems, identify component relationships, navigate to root causes, and make informed decisions. Dashboards, which are pre-configured sets of visualization panels that succinctly represent data in a single view, are one of the primary uses of these tools. Our AIOps module integrates two visualization tools. The first is

with high time series cardinality. In fact, it is known that the Achilles heel of InfluxDB is when the number of time series exceeds a few millions, whereas the performance of the open-source InfluxDB version becomes poor. Furthermore, ClickBench [7] is a wide benchmark that showcases ClickHouse as one of the top performers in online analytics compared to over thirty other solutions, including Elasticsearch, TimescaleDB, and several paid cloud solutions. These findings are reinforced by the experiences of various companies. For example, Contentsquare [8] migrated its infrastructure from Elasticsearch to ClickHouse, reducing infrastructure costs by eleven times while storing six times more data and achieving a tenfold improvement in query execution speed for 99% of queries. Similarly, eBay [30] reduced its infrastructure footprint by 90% after migrating from Druid to ClickHouse. Cloudflare [18] improved its performance by migrating from CitusDB to ClickHouse, and Disney+ [10] chose ClickHouse over Elasticsearch, Apache Flink, and Hadoop after thorough evaluation.

Scope of usage. ClickHouse and Elasticsearch are generic databases capable of handling various types of data, including time series, text, logs, and unstructured data in JSON format. In contrast, InfluxDB and TimescaleDB are specifically designed for time series data. Despite this specialization, our performance study did not demonstrate superior performance of the specialized solutions. Therefore, it is not advantageous for us to invest in a dedicated time series database, which would increase the complexity of our system.
Another notable advantage of Grafana dashboards and panels is the deployment of both HTTP RESTful query-response services can be transitioned into production. Our infrastructure supports the deployment of both HTTP RESTful query-response services and scheduled data transformation tasks. FastAPI [13] has emerged as a popular choice for managing Python services in production environments. By using Nginx [29] as a proxy, we can redirect HTTP queries to the appropriate service, thereby facilitating the deployment of multiple services. Docker containers can be used to isolate services and streamline their deployment. Conversely, certain Python routines, such as data transformations (ETL), are more appropriately defined as tasks. These tasks are orchestrated using a built-in job scheduler in our ERP system, a tool that is also widely employed in several other modules of Copilote. Open-source alternatives for orchestrating Python jobs include Airflow [2] and Prefect [33]. Python tasks can be scheduled based on specific frequency or triggered by certain events. Orchestration tools also allow for the management of dependent job executions, where the execution of one job is contingent on the output of others.

5.9 Alert engine

Alerting is a core feature of predictive maintenance. It aims to generate timely alerts when anomalies or other relevant issues are detected (resp. predicted) in the current (resp. future) state of the system. These alerts can be created through both simple threshold-based rules and sophisticated ML techniques. To enable a full integration with our AIOps module and internal incident management tool, we have developed our own alert engine. This engine can access ERP data via Copilote Infocenter and can interact with external databases like ClickHouse. Additionally, it can trigger alerts based on computations produced by an AI service. This engine can be used to create, update, and fine-tune alerts. The definition of an alert needs to be expressed with a simple rule such as: if metric > threshold ⇒ generate alert with a given severity level. This straightforward format is equally effective for complex alerts based on ML methods. For example, the metric used to trigger the alert could be a system anomaly score, computed beforehand with an LSTM auto-encoder [54]. One of our usage of ML methods is time series forecasting to predict the time remained before saturation of resources such as storage, memory, swap, and Oracle table space. We have employed a hybrid approach by combining simple Linear regression and a Deep Neural network approach called NHITS [40] which has shown its efficiency in long horizon time series forecasting. These methods are used to predict the number of remaining days before saturation, then, a simple alert rule is configured when this metric is lower than a specific threshold. Moreover, alert rules can be configured to initiate automatic actions, such as creating and assigning an incident ticket or applying a corrective action. Several open-source solutions, like Grafana [17] and Kibana [24], can also be used as alert engines. While Grafana has the capability to define alerts on various data sources, Kibana is limited only to Elasticsearch. It’s worth noting that using such products involves the additional cost of interfacing with the system. These alerts can be created through both simple threshold-based rules and sophisticated ML techniques. To enable a full integration with our AIOps module and internal incident management tool, we have developed our own alert engine. This engine can access ERP data via Copilote Infocenter and can interact with external databases like ClickHouse. Additionally, it can trigger alerts based on computations produced by an AI service. This engine can be used to create, update, and fine-tune alerts. The definition of an alert needs to be expressed with a simple rule such as: if metric > threshold ⇒ generate alert with a given severity level. This straightforward format is equally effective for complex alerts based on ML methods. For example, the metric used to trigger the alert could be a system anomaly score, computed beforehand with an LSTM auto-encoder [54]. One of our usage of ML methods is time series forecasting to predict the time remained before saturation of resources such as storage, memory, swap, and Oracle table space. We have employed a hybrid approach by combining simple Linear regression and a Deep Neural network approach called NHITS [40] which has shown its efficiency in long horizon time series forecasting. These methods are used to predict the number of remaining days before saturation, then, a simple alert rule is configured when this metric is lower than a specific threshold. Moreover, alert rules can be configured to initiate automatic actions, such as creating and assigning an incident ticket or applying a corrective action. Several open-source solutions, like Grafana [17] and Kibana [24], can also be used as alert engines. While Grafana has the capability to define alerts on various data sources, Kibana is limited only to Elasticsearch. It’s worth noting that using such products involves the additional cost of interfacing with the system.

5.8 AI in Production

Once effective algorithms have been developed and tested, they can be transitioned into production. Our infrastructure supports the deployment of both HTTP RESTful query-response services and scheduled data transformation tasks. FastAPI [13] has emerged as a popular choice for managing Python services in production environments. By using Nginx [29] as a proxy, we can redirect HTTP queries to the appropriate service, thereby facilitating the deployment of multiple services. Docker containers can be used to isolate services and streamline their deployment. Conversely, certain Python routines, such as data transformations (ETL), are more appropriately defined as tasks. These tasks are orchestrated using a built-in job scheduler in our ERP system, a tool that is also widely employed in several other modules of Copilote. Open-source alternatives for orchestrating Python jobs include Airflow [2] and Prefect [33]. Python tasks can be scheduled based on specific frequency or triggered by certain events. Orchestration tools also allow for the management of dependent job executions, where the execution of one job is contingent on the output of others.

5.7 AI development and analysis

The application of AI in ITOps requires extensive exploration and experimentation to identify effective methods for addressing related challenges. As such, it is important to offer an efficient collaborative framework and toolset for data-scientists. This starts with providing a Version Control System to manage and version all source code related to experimental studies and development. Our team exploits GitLab [16], an open-source git platform that can be used for version control, CI/CD, automatic unit testing, and more. We use Python as a programming language as it is the language of choice for data science, but also, it is completely apt and well-equipped to run in production. We host a Jupyter Hub [23] to facilitate collaborative work around Python notebooks. Each data scientist can also benefit from using Visual Studio as an IDE, which offers integrated features such as auto-completion, git feature simplification, code formatting, and error detection. To perfectly isolate between different AI projects, a separate Python virtual environment is employed for each project with Poetry [32] as a virtual environment manager.

5.10 Incident Management and resolution

After a problem has been detected, an incident ticket is created to address this problem. This ticket can be created automatically with the alert engine, or manually by a Copilote user. An incident includes a title and description, as well as contextualized attributes
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Then, for each incident, the assigned person starts by diagnosing and stability among others. We believe that our methodology can including data sovereignty, cost controls, ease of use, adaptability according to a set of adaptable criteria to guide decision-making, our AIOps architecture and most importantly what led us there to keep costs under control but also data. In this article, we presented for medium-size software engineering companies when it comes to Setting up an on-premise AIOps architecture is a strategic choice.

6 CONCLUSION

to identify the concerned server, application, client, the time of incident, etc., as shown in Fig 9. Managing incidents includes several operations. It first starts by assigning the incident to the right team or person, as maintenance staff are organized on several teams that are specialized on different topics (database, application, infrastructure, etc.). This is called incident triage and it can be completely automated with efficient ML methods [41, 42, 60]. Additionally, incidents of each team need to be ranked with respect to their criticality. Then, for each incident, the assigned person starts by diagnosing the problem in order to understand its origin. It is noteworthy that in some urgent cases, the person starts by applying a palliative action to unlock the problem. To make the diagnosis process efficient, maintenance teams need to be equipped with effective tools that enable them to contextualize incidents and perform root cause analysis. Once the root cause is identified, corrective actions can be applied. The incident ticket also contains a list of timestamped comments that explain the operations that have been done to diagnose and solve the problem, as illustrated in Fig 9. In our Copilote AIOps module, we have implemented an incident management node that covers all the aforementioned operations and automate as many steps as possible. Alternatively, one could exploit iTop [22] which is an open-source incident management system.

6 CONCLUSION

Setting up an on-premise AIOps architecture is a strategic choice for medium-size software engineering companies when it comes to keep costs under control but also data. In this article, we presented our AIOps architecture and most importantly what led us there according to a set of adaptable criteria to guide decision-making, including data sovereignty, cost controls, ease of use, adaptability and stability among others. We believe that our methodology can be adapted to many companies, but also simply brings elements of discussion in general. Shifting it towards the cloud is possible and is, again, a strategic decision.

We now run our approach in production. We drastically reduced the number of fatal incidents of all the components we monitor. For example, we almost eradicated Copilote service unavailability’s due to disks/databases saturation, JVM memory leaks, UNIX swap leaks, and many more. Our infrastructure is stable: the only components we changed since the first production launches (we proceeded iteratively and added new features each time) are the NoSQL databases. The cost of handling our infrastructure notably decreased when we moved from using two solutions (InfluxDB and Elasticsearch) for our Data LakeHouse to only one (ClickHouse) and it came with a better adoption as anyone knows SQL. It is also easy to set up new data collections and alerts based on rules: anyone knowing either SQL or the Copilote BI module can set up an alert. For predictive and anomaly detection tasks, we still need dedicated studies and programs, generally in Python using well-known libraries such that scikit-learn [37] or specialized algorithms [40]. However, we are actively researching more efficient tools to facilitate the integration of ML/DM, including model and feature stores, as well as specialized tools for monitoring models in production (see e.g. MindsDB).

Our second main line of research is to explore the application of Large Language Models [39, 44, 46, 50, 66] in various aspects of maintenance. We can analyze historical incident tickets to automatically diagnose new incidents, provide recommended corrections, and generate summaries. Currently, ChatGPT [6], a model owned by OpenAI, is remarkably more accurate than open-source alternatives. However, we are witnessing rapid progress in open-source LLMs [19] that can be trained and deployed on-premise, avoiding the need to share private data to third parties.
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